FOCUS FEATURE TOOLS

Premium Diagnostics
Interequip is proud to introduce the new Carman
scannner series to its range of diagnostic solutions.

T

he New Carman scan tools
is built on 25 years of Carman
Scan heritage that has continually
evolved to keep up to date with the
latest technology.
Closely working with the exclusive
importer Interequip Pty Ltd, Carman
software development is advancing at high
speed, tailoring to Australian repair market
demands. The Carman Scanner series
includes many OEM functions, for example
ECU re flashing, DPF Regen, key programing,
BCM linking, injector coding and small
quantity learning in diesel and much more.
Exceptional coverage on Asian, American,
European and Australian vehicles is offered,
as well as on Japanese and Korean trucks
and buses.
NEW AUTO-i100
Carman’s newly developed i100 makes
diagnostic so affordable.
With its 7.5” touch screen display,
Windows O/S, bluetooth and wireless
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connection and printing, it makes advanced
diagnostics simple.
NEW AUTO-I300
PC-based Auto-i300 comes with a
three-years free update.
AUTO i700
Top of the range i700 handheld scanner
comes with a three-year free update. Truly
the very best Asian tester on the market,
the Auto-i700 also covers a wide range of
European, American and Australian vehicles,
and with 24V vans and truck applications.

scan tool or Gscan you can use your OBD1
connectors and just purchase either the
i700, i100 or the i300 in an OBDII kit.
For more information, please contact
Carman Australia on (02) 9671 7811,
email sales@carmanit.com.au

THE PACKAGE
The Carman scan tool series includes the
basic kit (OBDII kit) or the Australia pack
containing the plastic blow moulded carry
case, power supply cables and battery
charges, OBDII connector plus a vast range
of plugs and cables to suit older Asian and
Australian, European and American vehicles.
If you already have an older Carman
CALL (02) 9452 4517 TO SUBSCRIBE

